carl’s
family
carl’s table
table® family
The most advanced radiology
workstation to date.

Carl’s Table CT12

Carl’s Table CT03

Who is Carl?

The Carl’s Table family of imaging furniture sets the standard for
adjustable, ergonomic radiology workstations. Its innovative
design and usability earned Carl’s Table Best of NeoCon 2008,
awarded by international leaders in product design.

Our Swedish friend
Carl Ohlson, a
furniture designer
and talented
Dixieland banjo
picker, built
the original
Carl’s Table
to be the most
comfortable
imaging desk.

Top 4 Selling Points for the Carl’s Table Family

Electrically adjust the table’s height
(30”-49.5” h) and tilt (0-15˚) so you can
sit, stand, or recline.

Monitor Control System™ moves the entire
bank of displays up and down, forward and
back, with electric control. On CT12 only.

“ There has been a definite reduction in
fatigue as well as back problems since
our radiologists started using the Carl’s
Table and Verté chairs. Customer
support is great at Anthro also.”
The Adaptive Lighting System adjusts
ambient light to match the density of the
on-screen image.

Teresa C.
Women’s Diagnostic Center
Louisville, KY

Programmable presets store and recall
100 sitting and standing height preferences
and reset to you in seconds. On CT12 only.

Compare...
sit/stand

Monitors

How Is Each
Carl’s Table
Different?

Sit/Stand
Height
Range

Programmable
Height Presets

Carl’s Table CT12

30”-49.5”

100
programmable
presets.

Maximum
Lift
Capacity

300 lbs.

Carl’s Table CT03

28.5”-48.5”

No presets.

CPUs

Monitor Control Height
and Depth Adjustment

Monitor Configurations

Monitor Control System™
electrically adjusts the entire
monitor array up, down,
forward & back in unison.

Holds an array of up to 4
monitors on the Monitor
Control System (you can also
add an articulating arm).

Monitor height electrically
adjusts with the table;
monitor depth manually
adjusts on integrated
articulating arms

Holds up to 4 monitors
(you can also add an
extra articulating arm).

USB

Lighting

Electric outlets
for powering
electronic devices

USB Hub
on the
worksurface

Smart Adaptive
Lighting

14 outlets.

3 ports on the
worksurface.

cable management

Number of
CPUs the table
holds

Cable
Management

2

With the Cable
Management
System, move
the table to
any position
and the cords
stay plugged in
and equipment
stays in place.

13 outlets.

No USB Hub.

Ambient light
levels can adjust
to maintain the
appropriate
contrast ratio to
the image on the
screen, relieving
eye strain.

privacy

field service

Integrated
Task Lights

Acoustic
Barrier

Custom Comfort Fitting by
Anthro’s Field Service Engineer
is part of the package

2 on the
worksurface.

Wraparound
28” high
fabric-covered
privacy screen.

We meet the shipment at your site,
deliver it to the reading room, assemble
the table, and work with your IT staff to
install your equipment. We also provide
a personal fitting for each doctor, to
show them how to set their preferred
sitting, standing and reclining positions.

